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Introduction 
Let R be a normal subgroup of 
integral group ring of F. Define 
(1) f= Ker(E :ZF-*Z) and 
a non-cyclic free group F and let ZF be the 
r = Ker (8 : ZF+ Z(F/R)), 
where E is the augmentation map: c niwi + c ni and 8 is the linear extension of the 
natural homomorphism: F + F/R. For each n 2 1, f” r is a two-sided ideal of ZF 
which determines a normal subgroup F(n, R) of F defined by 
(2) F(n, R)= F n(l+f?). 
We call F(n, R) the nth Fox subgroup of F relative to R. 
It is well-known that F(n, F) = Y”+~(F), the (n + 13th term of the lower central 
series of F and F(l, R) = R’( = yz(R)). Both these results are due to Wilhelm 
Magnus. The identification of F(n, R) for the general case is a long 
standing problem of Fox [2]. Enright+ [l] has shown that F(2, R) = 
[R f-l Y2(0, R f-J Y2m[RR,Rl( see also [6]). The other known general result is 
the identification of F(n, F’) due to Gupta and Gupta [4]. Generalizing the 2 x 2 
matrix representation of F/R” due to Magnus [7], Gupta and Gupta also gave a 
n + ! x n + 1 matrix representation of F/F(n, R) similar to a representation due to 
Enright (see [5] for a proof of this and also for the behavior of the upper and the 
lower central series of F/F@, R)). In this paper we report some progress towards 
the identification of F(n, R) in the general case. In particular we identify F(n, @) 
when F/R is a finitely generated periodic 
Preliminaries 
group. 
Let F be a free group freely generated 1 by x 1, m. ., x, and let 
*Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada. 
‘Enright [1] has also identified F(3, R) with the assumption that R n y2(F)/R f? y3(F) - R’ is 
torsion-kee. 
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(3) Bi = {hl, l l l 9 bi,r(i,h i = 1,2,... 
be the set of (standard) basic commutators ofweight i (see [8, Chapter 51). For our 
purpose we shall need to order these basic commutators in a special way. First we 
recall the usual ordering “ c “. The elements of B1 are ordered as: 
Xl< l -c&n. 
For b, 6% & (i 3 2), let 6 = [bl, b2] and b’ = [b:, b;]. Then 
b<b’if 
either bz < bi 
or b2 = hi and b1 c b:. 
Clearly (Bi, c ) is a fullr& ordered set for each i. 
.L For each i 2 l,_let 
(9 z ={7-(iI,.. ., im)} 
be the set of all m-t Jples of non-negative integers satisfying 
7 = ( it, . ..&.) and r’= (ii ,..., i,Q are elements of Ti, we define 
1 
either il > ii 
7<* 7’ if or iI = ii, . . ., ik+ = iL-,, ik > i: 
for some 2 G k S wt. 
Let c be a commutator f weight i (i 2 1) with entries from a set {L:, . . ., 2,). If the 
weight of c in zk is ik for k = 1,. . ., m, then we say that c has frequency pattern 
7= ( il, . l .T i,,,). In particular, the frequency pattern of each element of Bi is a 
uniquely determined element of (Ti, <*). Using this we define a special total order 
“<* ” on Br (i 3 1) as follows: Let b, b’ be elements of B, with frequency patterns r,
T’ respectively. Define 
I 
either r<* 7’ 
(5) b<*b’ if- 
I or r = 7’ and b < b’. 
(For example if bl = [x2, xl, xl, ~3, h = [&, x1, x2, x2] and bj = [[xj, xl], [x2, xl]] then 
r1 = (2,1,1) = 73 and 72 = (1,3,0); and we have bl c * b2 (since r1 C* TV), br C* b3 
(since bl < b,).) 
For the remainder of our discussion each Bi will be equipped with this special 
order and we shall assume that 
0 b&l<* l l l <* b&,(i). 
If w E J+(F) \ yi+l(F), then (by the basis theorem of P. Hall) w can be uniquely 
written zIs 
where &i E Z and Ci+l E yiyl&J’). Between yi( ) and ri+l(F) we introduce normal 
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subgroups Ai.1 (F), j E (1, . . ., r(i)}, as follows: 
(7) ‘yi (F) = Ai,,(F)D Ao(F)D*~ l l D &,rti,(F)D ri+l(F), 
where Ai,j (F)/Ai,j+,(F) is the infinite cyclic group generated by 
bi,Aii+@) (A i,,~)+@) = yi+l(F)). F or convenience we shall write A;#) for 
A hj+l(F). Thus if w is an arbitrary element of F then there is a unique pair (i j) such 
that w E Ahj (F) and w fZ A t(F)* 
The filteration (7) of F allows us to deduce the following simple fact (cf. e.g. [3]). 
Lemma 1. Let U, v be elements of F such that both lie in Ai,j (F)\ A S(F). Then there 
exists u ‘, v’E F such that U’E Ai,j(F)\Azj( ‘), v’E Ali and sgp(u,v)= 
sgp {u I, v% 
If W is a finite subset of F then, by repeated application of Lemma 1, W can be 
replaced by an equivalent set W’ (i.e. sgp{ W} = sgp{ W’}) such that no two 
elements of W’ lie in the same Ai,j (F)\A lj(F). If R is a normal subgroup of F then, 
for each i, (R n yi (F))R ‘/(R n yi+l (F))R ’ is a finitely generated abelian group and 
we may assume that modulo R n yi+l(F) l R’, R n yi (F) is generated by a (possible 
empty) set Wi, where (for 1 Wi 1 a l), 
(8) 
with 
and 
W = {Wi.j(l), l l 09 Wi,j(z(i))} 
1 G j(l)< . - l < j(s(i)) s r(i) 
W i.j(tc)E A i,j(k)(F)\Alj(tc)(F). R’* 
We record this observation as 
Lemma 2. Let R be a normal subgroup of F such that R 6 yn (F), R # Y,,+~(F) for 
some n 3 1. Then, for all t > 0, R/R ’ Y”+,+~ (F) has an ordered set of generators 
W = UYZt Wi, where Wi’s are given by (8) and W,, # 0. 
We next recall that for each j = 1,. . ., m, Xj = bl,j is the jth basic commutator of 
weight 1 and consequently Xj E Al,j (F)\ A tj(F). If R is a normal subgroup of C with 
R/R n F’ of rank m, then modulo R n F’, R is generated by a set {ut,. . .3 urn}, 
where uj E Al,j (F)\ A T*j(F)a Thus 
uj E x ;‘(A T,j(F)), Uj# 0. 
Let H be the subgroup of F generated by ul,. . ., u, and, for each i 2 1, let 
(9) 
be the set of all basic commutators of weight i with entries from the set {ul, . . ., u,} 
and &I < * l l l <’ 6i,,tije We can now prove the following basic lemma. 
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Lemma 3. For each i 3 1 and j E (1,. . ., r(i)}, i& = bffi(h;‘,(F)) for some integer 
af0. 
Proof. Suppose i& = &, (ul,. . ., urn) has the frequency pattern 7 = (ix,. . ., f). 
Then modulo Y~+~(F), &, is a product of elements of (I%, <*). Expansion of 6, 
shows that modulo higher (special) order commutators (i.e. modulo hlj(F)), 
where a = a+a5:# 
As a corollary we al tain the following result of independent interest. 
Ct~olhy 4. Mod& yiyi+l (F), &,I, . . ., &,ci, are linearly independent. 
Tbe main result 
If R, S are normal subgroups of a free group F with R/S nilpotent, then 
(W &(S)={xE&; x’ES for some k 31) 
is a normal subgroup of F called the isolator of S in R. Define 
(II) G(n, R) = [R n ‘yn (F), R n ‘yn (F)]m+@). 
Since F/,F(n, R ) is torsion free (see [S]) and G (n, R ) 6 F(n, R ), it’ follows that 
I’m (G(n, R))s F(n, R). 
Our main result can now be stated as follows: 
‘l‘heorem.s Let R be a normal subgroup of a free group F of rank m (m ~2). If 
RJR n F’ is free abelian of rank m (i.e. F/RF’ is finite) then F(n, R) = 
IR (G(n, R)). 
Corollary. If F/R is a finitely generated periodic group then F(n, R ) = 
1~ (@(n, R ))- 
In preparation for the proof of our main theorem we shall assume throughout 
that F is freely generated by x l,. . .,x, and R is a normal subgroup of F with 
RJR n F’ free abelian of rank m. In particular by (8) we get 
WB = {W, l l *9 %J, 
;. For all i 3 2, I’ E {l, . . ., r(i)), &,j (F) l ’ is a finite cyclic 
group. 
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Proof. Let bi,, = b(xl, . . ., x,) be an element of (B,<*). Thsn by Lemma 3, 
6.1 = E(w,, s l l 9 w,) = bg(h l](F)), Q! # 0. . 
On the other hand & E I?‘, since i 3 2. Thus b&E A t,(F) - R’, as required. 
Coro!lary 6. R n F’ 6 IR ((R n yi (F))R’) for al2 i a 2. 
Corollary 7. For each i 32, there exists a(i)>0 such that 
R”“)(R n yi (F))R ‘/(R (I yi (F))R’ is a free abelian group of rank m generated by 
u1, l **v u m, where uj s x r”(A t,j(F)), p(j) # O- 
Lemma 8. Let n a 1 be fixed. Then for each k 2 1, y,, (R ) n yn+& (F) G 
IR (Hi (n, k)) for all i 2 n + k, where 
n-l 
Proof. By induction on k (a 1). If A, B, C are normal subgroups of F then 
[A, B, C] 6 [B, C, A] [C, A, B] (P. Hall’s three-subgroup lemma). Repeated appli- 
cation of the above yields 
[R , . e ., R, R n yi (F), R,. . ., R] G Hi (n, k) 
# L -3 
r S 
for all r + s = n - 1, i a 2. Thus modulo Hz (n, 1), yn (R ) is generated by all basic 
commutators of weight n with entries from the set W,. By Corollary4 these are 
linearly independent. Thus ylo (R) n yn+l (F) G H*(n, 1) s l” (Hi (n, 1)) for all i 2 2 
(by Corollary 6). This proves the lemma for the case k = 1. For the inductive step 
we assume the result for k. Then 
Yn (R) n yn+k+l (F) == yn (R) n yn+k (F) n yn+k+l (F) 
s IR (Hi (n, k) fl Y”+~+~(F)) for all i 2 n + k + 1 
GPR (Hi (n,k + 1) l y,,+k(R)n m+k+@)) 
s _IR (Hi (n, k + 1) l Hi (n + k 1)) 
(by the case k = 1) 
<IR(Hi(n,k+l)) forallisn+k+l, 
since Hi (n + k, 1) G (n, k + 1) for all i. 
n ?-+41)(F), l l -3 )] s IR (G(n, R )) for all 
k(l)+ l *a+k(n-l)>,na2. 
‘2 = u 1ol.J 
1-u 
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wherey,ERny,(F)andy,ER (i=l,...,n-l).Ifforsomei~{l,...,n-1}, 
yi E R n J+(F) then by Corollary 9, [yo, yl,. . ., y,J E IR (G(n, R)). Thus we may 
assume that (for some t 2 1) 
I 
w= ’ I-U 
i2.I 
Yi9 W(n-1)~ . . 09 Wi(l)l, 
where wl& WI, yi EW n m(F)\R’ and if i# j then i(k)# j(k) for some 
k = 1,. . ., n - 1. We define 
[Y i9 Wi(n-l), . . .) Wi(l)] < [yj, Wj(n-l), l l l 9 Wj(l)] 
if i(1) C j(1) or i(1) = j(l), . . ., i(k - 1)= j(k -1), i(k)<j(k) for some 2s k s 
n-l. 
By reindexing if necessary we may assume that 
[Y it Wi(n-l), . . ., Wi(l)] < ;yi9 Wj(n-1)~ * l 09 
Now 1c - 1 E f”r implies that 
r 
CC 
i=1* 
Wi(l)- i) l ’ ’ (Wi(,-I)- l)(yi - 1) E f”t. 
Since Wiu) E x a’u’ ru) (A&(F)), aiu) # 0, the expansion of the above yields a unique 
term 
which must itself lie in f”t. Since f”-* is freely generated by products of the form 
( Xi(l) - 1) l l l (Xi(,-l)- 1) (modulo fn), it follows that (yl - 1) E ft or equivalently 
yl E F(1, R) = R ’ ([7]), contrary to the choice of y,. Thus F(n, R) s IR (G(n, R)), 
as was to be proved. 
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